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Jungle
Zealous 

Tropical rainforests has rich 
and diverse resources of 
flowers and animals, and it's 
changing climate are often 
dangerous, yet full of surprises.

Therefore, the designer boldly 
applied contrasting colors to 
express the vivid posture of 
the flamingos, and decorated 
with tropical plants for an 
interesting rainforest 
landscape.



The odd shape plate is an 
extremely unique design. It 
can be used as a decorative 
ornament or a practical 
vessel。

Beyond Bowl

14OZ mug 7'' flamingo plate

set content



Beyond Bowl

14OZ mug 7'' pineapple plate

The odd shape plate is an 
extremely unique design. It 
can be used as a decorative 
ornament or a practical 
vessel。

set content



Dear Flamingo

The pink flamingo symbolizes enthusiasm. 
A few simple strokes of bright and vivid 
colors add a touch of liveliness to the home 
atmosphere.

6'' bowl14OZ mug

11'' plate8'' plate

set content





 Blossom Moment

14OZ mug 11'' square plate 8.75''round plate

sugar jar

creamer

12'' shallow bowl

coffee plate

coffee mug

14'' fruit plate

salt&pepper shaker

6'' bowl

Large patches of lush green plants are dotted 
with sporadic flowers, which are eye-catching 
but not flamboyant.

set content





Summer Flowers

11''round plate

14OZ mug 6'' bowl

8.75'' round plate

2'' salt&pepper shaker

The combination of red and green with a 
sense of visual conflict fully reflects the 

colors of midsummer.

set content



Woods Party

8.75'' round plate

Close-up animal heads with fine strokes make life a 
little wilder.

14OZ mug

set content





11'' round plate

14OZ mug

8.75'' round plate

Urban Woods 

When the animals in the forest enter the city, the 
adventures are going to be epic. Tooth white with 
gold lines, shows noble elegance.

tea pot

coffee plate

coffee mug

set content



Boundary
Flora

The multiple-layer of nature's flowers& 
plants, insects& birds, wild fields, and 
tree shadows are brought into the 
work in a three-dimensional world, 
which brings the realm of sincerity, 
kindness, and beauty into life. Coexist 
and prosperous with nature.



Timberline Sketch 
The outline of the forest is hand-drawn, 

and the sense of dreams is decorated with 
romantic colors, which makes you feel like 

you are in dreams.

14OZ mug 14OZ mug

8.75'' round plate 11'' round plate

6'' bowl

set content



 Secret Garden

The blooming flowers are depicted in pastel colors, 
which represents the tenderness of women. The 
designer hopes that the guests will enjoy the bright 
spring day and spend a pleasant time in the sunny 
garden.

12OZ mug

creamer

teapot

sugar jar

8.75'' round plate

\water jug

set content



Sakura Sake

outlined with golden edge, petals filled with elegant 
pink, and the noble gesture of cherry blossoms 

quietly blooming in the short flowering period without 
regrets. It is looming under this careful and 

expressive manner.

14OZ mug 8.75'' round plate

set content



Flos Hibisci

Each piece is made of high-quality and detailed 
porcelain clay with exclusive recipe, which can only be 
elaborated by hand drawing and hundreds of 
procedures. The entire series uses the smooth lines of 
Western Art and perfectly integrates the oriental 
elegant humility.

17*23*16CM top pot& bottom cup 25*13*18CM op pot& bottom cup 

set content



Amber Ring

The rings of ancient pine trees write a long 
compassionate poem.

14OZ mug

8.75'' round plate11'' round plate

6'' bowl

set content



Life

The childish design portrait 
a vivid world of modern 
urban scenery. 

Amazing 



 Metropolis Sight

The modern and stylish metropolis is like a post-card for 
the travelers all around the world.

8.75'' round plate14OZ mug

set content



 Countryside Fun

The vivid colors represent a lifestyle in the countryside 
surrounded by nature and childlike innocence.

8.75'' round plate

6'' round plate14OZ mug

11'' round plate

set content



 Cozy Seashore 

The hand-painted seaside elements offer a feeling of 
cozy vacation.

6" bowl

water jug

salt and pepper shaker

14OZ mug

8.75'' round plate creamer

tea pot

sugar jar

14'' fruit plate

11'' round plate

set content



Time History

The stationary clock means silent companionship, and 
the scale is the time that can be felt.

8'' round plate

6'' bowl

11'' round plate 13'' round plate

14OZ mug

set content



Exotic Totem

The hymn from the mysterious foreign country is 
singing a different kind of prelude to life.

10'' square plate

14'' fruit plate

tea pot

sugar jar

water jug

coffee plate

coffee mug 6'' bowl

11''square plate

set content



Impression
Elegant

Simple lines and elegant colors are 
combined to create a pure and fresh 
atmosphere, which quietly integrates 
into life.



 Kandinsky

Imitating the graininess of crayon drawings, the 
simple lines offers unlimited imagination in a limited 
picture.

creamer

10'' square plate

tea pot sugar jar

coffee mug 11'' square plate

set content



Ink Painting

The ink style and the uneven surface make the 
irregular shape “flow”.

vase salt and pepper shaker

creamercoffee plate

6OZ coffee mug 12OZ coffee mug

set content



Bellis Story

The elegant color scheme gives the small daisies a 
new image

8.75" plate

14OZ mug

11" round plate

6'' bowl

set content



Ripling Wave

The water waves are undulating, and the wavy 
patterns can bring a cool feeling, especially 
suitable for hot summer.

6.5" bowl14OZ mug 8.75" round plate

set content



Crack Pattern

14OZ mug 4.5'' bowl

8.75'' round plate 11'' round plate

the surface glaze layer is gradually 
shattered, and the multi-layered  structure 
cracks, like a layer of rose petals, making 
people want to see through.

set content



CRAFT AND DESIGN



email: Taisun-ceramic@hotmail.com

Phone: 01 (647) 676-6965

www.taisunceramics.com




